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“What happened, Dad?” Kazim immediately asked after noticing Zayn’s odd expression.

Zayn smiled bitterly. “I knew that Stoermers of Alaska would come, but I didn’t expect them to come here this
quickly. Weiner Stoermer will come for the Stoermers of Michigan in an hour with the 36 Heavenly Spirits.”

Upon hearing this, everyone except Alex was horrified. Then, the few of them simultaneously turned to look
at Alex.

Alex was the only one with the power to turn the tables of such a dangerous situation.

Alex rubbed his ears gently and said, “What are the 36 Heavenly Spirits? Are they really that powerful?”

Zayn said, “Yes, they are very powerful. Each of them is an Earth ranked fighter. Moreover, the 36 Heavenly
Spirits have a battle formation that could corner and kill the opponent when they are united, their power is
almost limitless… Master Rockefeller, do you think you can ask your master to help again? If we Stoermers
could get through this tribulation, we would follow and serve you.”

Despite the old man being old and had lived a long time, he was a smart man.

At this moment, he decided to not bring the relationship between Alex and Zendaya to the table and let down
his pride. He had even knelt before him just a while ago. In terms of brown-nosing skills, he was as good as
Lord Lex.

After seeing Alex being a powerful patron, he was determined to suck up to him as much as possible!

Alex furrowed his eyebrows.

He was not arrogant enough to look down on thirty-six Earth experts combined. No matter how powerful his
Mystic armor was, it could not handle consistent attacks from that many people.

He shook his head and said, “My master definitely won’t be back within an hour.”

With this, everyone’s face turned pale.

Zayn let out a sigh and said, “It’s alright, I guess the Stoermers of Michigan are destined to suffer such a
tribulation. Kazim, hurry and inform everyone in the house to leave the Stoermers right now! Tell them that
they’d have to survive on their own now!”

The few women of the Stoermers looked miserable. This was their home. If they were to leave now, they
would have nobody to turn to and end up homeless.

Kazim prepared to leave just after receiving orders.

“Wait, what’s the rush?” Alex spoke up, “Isn’t it just 36 Earth experts? My master may not be here, but I can
help you get through this tribulation.”

“Really?” Zayn’s eyes lit up.

Alex asked, “How strong are the 36 Heavenly Spirits? If they’re all half stepped Grandmasters, then well,
ahem, then I won’t be able to help, you’d have to escape!”

Kazim replied, “How is that possible?! If the Stoermers of Alaska really have thirty-six half- stepped
Grandmasters, then they’d be able to run amok and have all eight great royal families under their feet!”

Zayn nodded and said, “Actually, all thirty-six of them are at Beginner-Earth rank. Furthermore, they’re
slightly different from normal Earth experts. They’ve gone through extreme training and used some sort of

special medicine to forcibly boost themselves to Earth rank. Their abilities to fight alone are still weaker than
usual Earth experts. The most annoying thing is their battle formation.”

Upon hearing this, Alex took a glance at Zendaya and said, “I understand now, I think we can try to confront
them head-on… Hey, old man, are you stuck at half stepped Grandmaster? You couldn’t improve for the past
ten years because of the injury of your energy core, right?”

Zayn nodded, he didn’t know why Alex mentioned this all of a sudden.

Alex said, “Since we still have an hour, I’ll help you to achieve Grandmaster. When the time comes, with you
as a Grandmaster coupled with the power of the Stoermers of Michigan, we should be able to fight them off…
Hmm, I have a plan to deal with their battle formation, so don’t worry.”

Zayn instantly widened his eyes. “Help me to achieve Grandmaster?”

He had not put any hope in it in this life!

At this moment, he was so excited that his whole body started trembling after listening to Alex’s words.

After that, Alex took the three millennia old purple reishi and cut two-tenths of it. He took a pill out of his
pocket as well, letting Zayn consume both right there and then. He then slammed his palm on Zayn’s middle
energy core.

“Go!”

In the next moment, Zayn felt an incomparable force inside his body, pushing horizontally through his
meridians. His upper, middle and lower energy cores whirred, as if they were burning campfires.

An energy that he hadn’t felt in a while spread throughout his body. It was the barrier of becoming a
Grandmaster!

He could feel it again.

‘Go, go, go!’

Five minutes later, Alex sweated bullets after using up way too much energy.

Zendaya and Xyla were extremely worried after looking at him. It was just a little more.

Alex was determined. He took the purple reishi and took a huge bite. He bit down on two-tenths of it and
swallowed it into his stomach… However, never did he expect that the thief hidden in his upper energy core
came to steal energy once again. The bead made a spin and absorbed most of the medicinal power from the
purple reishi.

‘F*cking damn it!’ Alex cursed in his head.

